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To access the SCI Diabetes website, access via the Clinical
Portal
or go to
https://sci-diabetes.mhs.scot.nhs.uk/sci-diabetes/Auth/Login.aspx
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Search For a Patient
Click on Main Menu >>Search for a patient >>Patient Search

Enter any of the following:
• CHI number
• Surname
• DOB
• Postcode
• Diabetes Type
Then select “Search ALL” and click on the “Search” button

Click on the patient from the list of results to open their patient record.
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Contact Management
SCI-Diabetes is designed to mimic the different behaviour of the old SCI-DC
Clinical and SCI-DC Network systems. SCI-Diabetes therefore requires
secondary care users to establish a contact before data entry. This is
similar to creating an episode in SCI-DC Clinical.
There are two different options for creating and using contacts:
(a) Via the Contact Menu (Only Use for Contacts Today)
The quickest way to create a new contact for any patient contact taking place
today (e.g. at clinic, by phone, email, DNA etc) is via the Contacts shortcut
menu.
Go to the “Contacts” dropdown menu and then click on the relevant option
e.g. “Face to Face Contact Now”:

(b) Via the Contact Management Function
SCI-Diabetes can also be used to set up patient contacts in advance of a
clinic or consultation or after the clinic/consultation has taken place. You can
do this from the contact management screen.
Similarly, if you want to record data against a contact that has already been
created (e.g. by a colleague who has seen the patient earlier during the same
clinic visit) you can do so by selecting an already existing contact in the
contact management screen.
Using an existing contact also allows you to record or edit any data at a later
date.
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Go to the “Contacts” dropdown menu and click on “Manage Contacts”

If contacts have already been created on the system you will then see a list of
patient contacts.
I. Using an existing contact:
From the list of existing contacts select the contact which you want to use by
clicking on the icon on the far right in the “Use this contact” column.

II. Setting up a new contact:
If you would like to set up a new contact you can do so by clicking on “Add a
New Entry”.
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This will open up a panel for recording the specific details of the new contact
such as date, specialty seen, contact type (e.g. face to face or telephone),
contact location and status (attended, DNA etc).

Once you have filled in these details you can either click on “Save entry and
use”, which will then select this contact for data entry, or you can click on
“Save Entry” to simply save the contact without recording data against it now.
Please note that SCI-Diabetes does not include a complete record of previous
episodes created in SCI-DC Clinical. It only stores the separate data items
(e.g. lab results or clinical comments) that were recorded as part of an
episode without linking these together as an episode.
You can, however, see a list of contacts a patient has had, including dates of
previous SCI-DC Clinical episodes, under Detailed Clinical Record> Patient
Contacts>Patient Diary.
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Viewing and Recording Clinical Data
Viewing Historic Data
To view historic data click on the icon next to the relevant data field. The icon
looks either like a chart or like three overlaying windows:
or
This will open a full list of all data items recorded in SCI-Diabetes. You can
print this information by clicking on the print icon at the top right. You can
close this pop-up window by clicking on the X at the top right.
Excluding Data
It is not possible to delete data from SCI-Diabetes. However, you can exclude
any data items that are incorrect or duplicates from being displayed and
included in any audit results. To do so, click on the red X on the right hand
side of the list of data entries:

You can reverse a data exclusion at any time.
Recording Data
To record any measures (HbA1c, cholesterol, weight, height etc) click on the
relevant data field and enter the value. The system will automatically enter the
date of the contact you are using against any value you enter. If you record
data without establishing a contact the system will use today’s date by default.

Key Screens
(a) Clinical Summary
Once you have established a contact the system will take you to the Clinical
Summary screen by default. This page provides key information about the
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patient to give a quick high level overview of their current clinical status. This
covers select data items from the following categories:
− Diabetes diagnosis/status
− Biochemistry
− Renal function
− Cardiovascular
− Lifestyle
− Eye care
− Foot care

(b) Paediatrics Screen
SCI-Diabetes also includes a dedicated paediatrics summary screen which
includes additional information relevant for paediatric services, e.g.
information about educational establishments. You can access this screen
from the main navigation on the left hand side of the SCI-Diabetes screen:
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(c) Detailed Clinical Record
For full detail in each of the above categories (and several other categories
e.g. treatment/medication or glycaemic control) go to Detailed Clinical
Record in the navigation menu on the left hand side of the screen to open the
relevant subsection(s).
In the navigation menu you may notice yellow warning triangles next to some
of the sections. These highlight areas of concern, e.g. a high risk foot score,
high HbA1c or cardiovascular risk factors etc.
(d) Routine Clinic Recording
To record routine clinic information such as weight, height, blood pressure,
urinalysis and smoking status go to the forms dropdown menu and click on
“Routine Clinic Recording”.
This will give you the option to either keep the pre-populated form or to start
with a clean form. Keeping the pre-populated form will put in the most recently
recorded values for each of the data fields. This may speed up data recording
if only a few parameters have changed since the last recording.

You can find a history of previously recorded routine clinic forms under
Specialist Clinic Support>Routine Clinic Recording History:
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(e) Treatment/Medication
In this section you can view the Primary Care Prescribing Record, which
lists all medications prescribed by the patient’s GP.
To view and record recommendations about changes in treatment please go
to Detailed Clinical Record > Treatment/Medication>Specialist
Prescribing Advice. To add an additional current drug or recommend a
treatment change click on “Add a New Entry”. This will display a panel to
record detail of the drug changes:

Once you have recorded all the detail, click on “Save Entry”.
(f) Glycaemic Control
To record / review more detail on a patient’s glycaemic control, including data
on hypo- and hyperglycaemia, please go to: Detailed Clinical Record >
Glycaemic Control.
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(g) DSN Form
Similar to the Routine Clinic Recording Form there is also a dedicated form for
recording DSN information. This is available from the Forms dropdown
menu.

The DSN form includes a free text field for recording clinical comments. These
comments will also form part of the patients clinical comments record (see
page 11 below).
You can view a full history of previous DSN forms recorded in SCI-Diabetes
from Specialist Clinic Support>DSN Form History.
(h) Eye Screening
SCI-Diabetes provides access to results and images from the DRS system.
Go to Detailed Clinical Record>Eye Care > Eye Summary to review the
patient’s screening status, previous eye procedures and any visual problems.
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(i) Lab Results
To see a complete record of the most recent lab results please go to Detailed
Clinical Record>Laboratory Results.
On that page you will also be able to see/record individualised targets for
HbA1c and total cholesterol. (Further individualised targets for weight and
blood pressure can be found on the Lifestyle and Cardiovascular System
screens, respectively.)

Clinical Comments
(a) New Comments
To enter a new clinical comment go to Detailed Clinical Record> Patient
Contacts>Insert New Comment.
Once you have typed in the comment text click on the save button.
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Please note that the system automatically enters the date of the contact
against the comment text you enter (rather than the date when you enter the
comment).
(b) Comment History
Clinical comments are all entered into the Clinical Comments Record. This is
available from Detailed Clinical Record>Patient Contacts>Clinical
Comment Record. It provides a complete history of all comments recorded
about the patient. This includes comment entered directly into SCI-Diabetes
as well as comments transferred over from other systems (e.g. SCI-DC
Clinical)

There are a number of options available to filter the displayed comments by
date range, staff group, which part of the system the comment was entered
into e.g. the DSN form or the dietetic patient review etc and clinic/practice.
At the bottom right of the page is a dropdown to select how many comments
are displayed on a page. This is set to 20 per page as default but you can
show up to 500 on a page.
The list of comments only shows the first few lines of each comment. Click on
a comment to display the full text:
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Clinic Letters
Previous clinic letters that have been created in SCI-Diabetes can be
accessed within the system. Letters that have been generated in the old SCIDC Clinical system are not available in SCI-Diabetes. (However, the clinical
comments and results that make up the letters are stored in SCI-Diabetes.)
Please go to Specialist Clinic Support > Clinic Letters to view existing
letters or generate a new letter. For full detail on how to generate a new letter
please refer to the separate user guide on creating clinic letters.
Please note: SCI-Diabetes asks for a box to be ticked to indicate that the
letter has been verified by the relevant clinician before it can then be
finalised. It is considered best practice that this box is ticked by the
clinician (rather than secretarial staff) as this will ensure that there is an
audit trail in the system that the letter was indeed verified by the
responsible clinician. This will become particularly pertinent once
electronic patient records and paperless working are fully established.
To review letters for validation go to Main Menu > Letters. From there you
can search for letters by date range and/or clinic reference. From the list of
search results you can click on a patient name to open a letter management
panel where you can tick a box to indicate that the letters has been validated:
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Patient Education
SCI-Diabetes provides the facility to record the patient education a patient has
received. This is divided into three levels, which are defined as follows:
− Level1: The patient, at diagnosis, participates in an education programme
provided by a suitably qualified health professional that addresses the core
skills required to begin making life style changes to live with diabetes. The
patient education delivered meets the NICE criteria.
− Level 2: The patient participates in an ongoing education programme
provided by suitably qualified health professionals that addresses the
needs of the individual to make life style changes to live with diabetes. The
patient education delivered meets the NICE criteria.
− Level 3: The patient participates in an education programme provided by
suitably qualified health professionals that is part of a programme
addressing specific aspects of management that will support the patient
making life style changes to live with diabetes. The patient education
delivered meets the NICE criteria. Level 3 programmes are recognized as
structured patient education programmes. Examples of such programmes
are DESMOND, Weight reduction programmes, Long term conditions selfmanagement programmes.
To view / record information about patient education go to Detailed Clinical
Record> Patient Support>Patient Education History.
To add new information click on “Add a New Entry” and fill in the screen.
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When you have completed click on “Save Entry”.

User Customisation
There are a number of options to customise the look and behaviour of SCIDiabetes. You can access these via the User>Change User Options
dropdown menu.
SCI-Diabetes also allows you to bookmark the screens you use the most,
similar to bookmarking websites in Internet Explorer (or nay other browser).
This will allow you to navigate to your most frequently used screens more
quickly. If you bookmark the screens in the order you would use them during
the clinic you can also use the bookmarks to map out your clinic workflow in
the system to again sped up access to the right screens during clinic.
To bookmark a screen in SCI-Diabetes, navigate to the screen in question
and then go to the “star” menu in the main menu bar and click on “Add to
favourites”:
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